Quanto vale ou é por quilo? tells the story of two groups of characters: one that profits from the continued misery of much of the Brazilian population, and another that tries to expose and punish those in the private and political sectors who are responsible for such exploitation. By exploring parallels between a time marked by African slavery in Brazil and the presumably more illuminated present, the film attempts to lay bare a systemic social and economic disparity that continues to be intertwined with race. This article hypothesizes that the narrative locates the solution for some of the nation's woes in the realm of social identity. More specifically, it argues that the film proposes that the country's pernicious inequities are grounded in the perpetuation of nefarious and persistent attributes in understandings of Brazilianness among much of the population. If Brazil is to improve, the film advises, then prevailing definitions of the national group must be modified. Drawing on research in social psychology, and work in the area of cognitive approaches to literature and culture, this article seeks to decipher what sort of intervention on identity the film is making, and which of its elements might lead to influencing viewers' social identities.
better'. 8 Besides these explicit references to the nation, Quanto vale's large cast is economically and racially diverse, giving the impression that it seeks to represent a cross-section of the national population.
In this way, I see the film suggesting to Brazilian spectators that they are all implicated.
This article hypothesizes that the film locates the solution for some of the nation's main woes in the realm of social identity. More specifically, it proposes that, even if the country's pernicious inequalities are executed through political and economic forces, they are grounded in, and made possible by, the perpetuation of nefarious and persistent attributes in understandings of 'Brazilianness' among much of the population. In other words, the narrative indicates that there are grave problems with the country, which means that there are problems with the Brazilian people. If Brazil is to improve, the film advises, then prevailing definitions of the national group must be modified. Drawing on research in social psychology and work in the area of cognitive approaches to literature and culture, this article seeks to decipher what sort of intervention on politics and identity Quanto vale is making, and which of the film's elements might tend to influence viewers' social identities.
Provoking a social identity crisis
Quanto vale ou é por quilo? punctuates its opening credits with the first scene, clearly set in the past.
Through this short, stand-alone narrative, the film introduces one of the main ways that it tries to engage spectators and realize its social critique. The initial image is a medium shot showing two white men dragging away a shirtless and disoriented black man while a black woman holds onto one of his arms and screams for them to let him go. The film then cuts to a point-of-view shot that moves toward the two white men as they place shackles around the neck of the dazed man. Spectators hear the angry protest uttered by the character with whom they are visually aligned, 9 dramatizes.) Here, the voiceover reveals that the indignant slave owner was once a slave herself and emphasizes that she is seeking a solution through official, legal means, which the film soon shows to be ineffective. He says:
Before dawn, October 13, 1799. In the outskirts of the kingdom's capital, an expedition ordered by slave hunters captures slaves from homes in the hinterland. Among them is Antônio, taken from a small ranch owned by Joana Maria da Conceição. After seeing her slave carried off, Joana gathers documents, puts together a small party, and follows the hunters into the bush. Joana is a strong woman. A freed slave, following the established rules, she saved money to buy slaves to help her run a small estate. Now, Joana had been robbed. And, believing in justice and the strength of numbers, she brings together her neighbors to face the expedition leader.
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As he speaks we see long shots of the progress through the woods of Joana and her party. They reach a house; and, as one of the white men knocks on the door, the film intercuts a close-up of the face of the slaves' owner, a black woman, played by the well-known actress Zezé Motta. Motta portrayed enslaved characters in two popular films by director Carlos Diegues of which many Brazilian viewers would be aware: Xica da Silva (1976) and Quilombo (1984) . As the door opens, spectators see an old, fat white man in close-up, who chuckles diabolically as he removes the shackles in another shot roughly from Joana's point-of-view; they hear the woman whose perspective they share scream her complaint. About halfway through her discourse, the film shifts away from the subjective camera and frames her in close-up ( Figure   1 ): 'you are responsible for this injustice! This slave is mine! I have the papers here. You are stealing from me. You're a thief! Thieves belong in jail!… Yes, resort to violence! My violence is here… in these documents, in the papers, in my rights.… White thief!' 12 On ethical grounds, spectators would not tend to identify with Joana, because she is a slave owner. However, the mere fact that they are put in her place begs closer consideration of the film's representation of this character and the effect that it might have on how spectators interact with the movie. There is, in my view, something interesting going on here. If any other property had been appropriated, this sequence would convincingly cast her for viewers as a good and injured person who is attempting, against the odds, to seek redress through non-violent, legal means: the sort of story that would normally provoke sympathy, or what could be called ethical alignment. Along the same lines, the film soon shows that she was later condemned for disturbing the peace during this confrontation: an outcome that would, in another narrative, typically imply that the law fails to protect marginalized people. However, since spectators would certainly find slavery to be reprehensible, there would tend to be an ethical disconnect with regard to this character, or what might be called an ethical non-alignment. For that reason, they would likely feel no allegiance toward her as a result of the injustice that she denounces. This gap that the film establishes between viewers and the character conflicts with its forcing of identification with her through, on the one hand, visual alignment, which often accompanies general efforts to get spectators to identify with a character; and, on the other, a standard narrative of a person who experiences injustice at the hands of a relatively more powerful person. Indeed, that she is a black woman, and he a white man, would normally evoke for spectators broad patterns of racially grounded social injustice. Contributing to these typical identification-producing techniques is the way Joana's frustration coincides with the more intense and righteous grief of a woman -seemingly a relative -who cries out to the white men to let their prisoner go, which would tend to bolster and endorse Joana's attitude. Similarly, the white man's laugh nudges spectators toward the woman in the ethical domain. Finally, the persistent visual alignment of viewers with Joana during this sequence reinforces the way the film goads spectators to stand with her morally. All these alignments together seem to tempt or dare spectators to feel some allegiance for a character for whom they have good reason to feel no allegiance, thus promising to produce a conflicted disposition toward the character. Quanto vale uses the analogy between the Eighteenth Century and the present as a key means to critique Brazilian society as it currently is; or, perhaps more accurately, the film deploys its historical intermingling and its identification-provoking tactics in an effort to get Brazilian spectators to take a step back and think about the values they personally appreciate and condemn in relation to the national group of which they are part. The opening scene, then, primes viewers for the film's proposal that Brazilians reconsider certain values shared by much of the national population, which we might also conceive of in terms of commonly held understandings of national identity.
13 The engagement with Joana the film invites viewers to experience is akin to what Smith calls 'perverse allegiance'. His assessment that 'perverse allegiance is actually rather rare, and that most fictions that elicit perverse allegiances do so only temporarily or strategically ' (1999: 222) , is highly relevant to this opening scene. an influential 1979 article, defined social identity as 'those aspects of an individual's self-image that derive from the social categories to which he perceives himself as belonging'; 14 they had in mind social groups such as those defined by religion, ethnicity, race, or nationality. They go on to assert that individuals assign to these categories, or social groups, 'value-laden attributes and characteristics' (Tajfel & Turner 1986: 16) . With social identity theory in mind, I wish to explore the ways in which the film proposes that spectators evaluate part of their self concept. In this more specific context, I am examining ' (2008: 253) . 20 What I'm attempting here is to explore the nature and consequences of the spectator interface they refer to. We might understand the film's efforts as attempting to raise consciousness about a broken system and the historical inertia of injustice. In other words, the film is about a fundamental lack of agency, among Brazilian spectators, to engage the national power structure and exact change. Arguably the most positively portrayed character, Arminda, a slave in the sequences set in the past who helps, in the contemporary context, to run a modest NGO that brings computers to children in the slums, is shown to fail when she attempts even modest, ad hoc social reform. When she works within the system to expose 
Alignment, allegiance, and the cinematic self
If the film's efforts to promote partial identification with characters that hold little appeal, like Joana, seek to expose flawed ideals held dear in definitions of the national in-group, the attempt to achieve much stronger identification among spectators with more appealing, but largely powerless characters (with the possible exception of Dido) tends to emphasize lack of agency among Brazilian spectators with regard to the nation's situation. 21 I am interested in the tactics the film uses to promote spectator identification with both more appealing and less appealing characters; and the possible implications of that spectatorcharacter relationship, if achieved: the part, in other words, that this interface plays in the film's social critique and its challenge to existing understandings of Brazilianness.
My approach to spectator identification draws on Murray Smith's useful breakdown of these dynamics into allegiance: being favorably disposed toward a character; and alignment: coinciding with the character in some way, such as visually through a point-of-view shot (see e.g. Smith 1999: 220 feeling what a character feels, which Gaut contemplates through the phrase empathic identification (Gaut 1999: 207) ; visual alignment rather than perceptual, taking into account e.g. when a spectator sees what a character sees, rather than merely imagining it, such as through a point-of-view shot; motivational alignment; epistemic alignment; social identity alignment; and ethical alignment.
With regard to allegiance, I generally follow Murray Smith's definition. I appreciate Smith's distinction between alignment and allegiance and his assertion that there can be alignment without allegiance -which stands in contrast with authors who have 'argued or implied that alignment with a character necessarily creates a basic sympathy for that character' (Smith 1995: 187) . He writes that 'to become allied with a character, the spectator must evaluate the character as representing a morally desirable (or at least preferable) set of traits, in relation to other characters within the fiction.… I have chosen the term allegiance in part because it captures this combination of evaluation and arousal' (Smith 1995: 188) . I understand evaluation of moral desirability to be a kind of alignment: ethical alignment; so I see spectator allegiance with a character as resulting from alignment. More specifically, I believe that allegiance derives from the accumulation of special sorts of alignment -in particular ethical alignment, which positively predispose a viewer toward the character; and social identity alignment, which appeals to the tendency for people to show bias toward their in-groups.
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Combining Smith and Gaut enables one to make more nuanced observations about cinematic invitations for spectators to identify in diverse ways with characters -which is at the core of the nature 23 As Tajfel and Turner (1986:13) write: 'the laboratory analogue of real-world ethnocentrism is in-group biasthat is, the tendency to favor the in-group over the out-group in evaluations and behavior. Not only are incompatible group interests not always sufficient to generate conflict…, but there is a good deal of experimental evidence that these conditions are not always necessary for the development of competition and discrimination between groups (Brewer, 1979; Turner, 1981) .
and effectiveness of Quanto vale's social commentary. This way of looking at identification helps one recognize a spectrum of approaches and intensities of efforts to provoke identification with different characters, even unappealing ones; and evaluate the possible consequences of those efforts if they are successful. Overall, it allows one to understand better how films might provoke alignment between a heterogeneous sample of spectators and an individual character.
I would like to address one of the salient implications of the character-spectator interface.
Sometimes, films seek to stimulate the sort of allegiance and alignment that invites spectators to see a character as a guide for understanding one of their social groups. I call this sort of interface a cinematicself effect: the film proposes that a viewer accept a character as a model for some aspect of her selfconcept: more specifically, some group within her social identity. I refer not to just any sort of solidarity and empathy that the film might engage, such as might be associated with personal identity. Rather, I
refer to allegiance/alignment related to social identity. In other words, one category of the spectator's social identity intersects with the same category of an empathetically perceived protagonist, in such a way that the spectator feels inclined to imagine herself in that person's place. The way the protagonist conceives that aspect of her identity, and how she reconciles that category with others in a complex social identity, invites the spectator to follow the same path. derives from the workings of aspectual identification. 24 One might understand empathic identification to be an especially profound combination of allegiance and alignment. Gaut argues that sharing the character's represented emotions comes from 'one's imaginarily projecting oneself into the character's situation ' (1999: 208) . 25 One way to conceive the sort of potentially enticing and lasting version of the cinematic-self effect I have been considering would be as something akin to -or certainly related toempathic identification, but in the realm of social identity rather than emotion. The spectator doesn't merely imagine being in a protagonist's shoes as she struggles with e.g. simultaneous membership in different in-groups and how to define them, or experiences a crisis in values. Rather, the cinematic self might help a spectator to experience vicariously similar internal conflicts and similar resolutions of those conflicts.
24 Gaut sees the sympathy as 'one possible upshot of identification, since one can sympathize with someone without employing any sort of imaginative projection into his position ' (1999: 208) . 25 As Hogan points out, 'we have a strong, neurocognitive propensity toward empathy ' (2009: 96 ).
An especially clear example of the promotion of the cinematic-self effect is when a film treats characters as metaphors for the nation or the national in-group. In such cases, everything about the character has potential impact on understandings of the national category of identity. We see this in several contemporary Brazilian films about slavery, which encourage in Brazilian spectators allegiance and alignment with enslaved Brazilian characters. 26 This cluster of films offers -through engaging, attractive characters that share with spectators affiliation in the same national group -what would be, for some viewers, an understanding of what it means to be Brazilian that is somewhat different from the one they had before watching the film. Through a national stand-in protagonist, a film can tether to the nation specific values, such as a revolutionary inclination, or promote the symbolic association of a racial or ethnic group with the country. If a film persuades viewers to embrace a protagonist as a cinematic self, then the revision of prevailing understandings of the national community that it offers is more likely to find purchase. possess, alignment with the more attractive characters -and the allegiance that derives from their appeal -is an invitation to embrace a new and presumably more progressive self-concept. If alignment with the film's negative characters promotes an unsettling cinematic-self effect that one would be inclined to shake off as expeditiously as possible, alignment and allegiance with the more positively portrayed characters may lead to a lasting and welcome cinematic-self effect.
Ambiguous engagements with national stand-ins on the continuum of appeal
Perhaps the most important aspect of the film's efforts to encourage identification to provoke a crisis in values are the ones that potentially align spectators with the less appealing characters. The film provokes identification with people whom it ultimately censures in ways that may lead spectators to take note of attributes of themselves they might not want to acknowledge. Quanto vale suggests that, whether or not they recognize it, Brazilian spectators are themselves the problem. The film does this in part by aligning a viewer first visually, and then in other ways, with a character who later says or does something clearly reprehensible, thus causing ethical nonalignment. Such is the case with Joana during the opening scene. Such a tactic may promote reconsideration of values or at least discomfort. It proposes that viewers imagine themselves as wicked and contemplate whether or not some version of those flawed values resides in them. Similarly, the film at times provokes unexpected and uncomfortable ethical or ideological alignment with a character it has already cast negatively. One sees this when some apparently innocuous position that the spectator holds is espoused by an unappealing person -especially when this position is ultimately shown to be flawed. The result may cause a reappraisal of that notion.
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A spectator may come to Quanto vale having no reason to find fault with the NGO-based system of social aid that the film critiques, and indeed have no reason to denounce efforts that derive from the NGOs' values of social solidarity and charity. When the film represents someone supporting that system, initially the viewer would likely feel ethically aligned toward -perhaps preliminarily allied with -the character. This would perhaps be the case regarding spectator engagement with the two directors of the NGO at the heart of the film's critique: Ricardo and Marco Aurélio. At first, they appear dedicated to increasing the efficiency of efforts to alleviate suffering among the less fortunate. However, with little delay, the film highlights aspects of their character with which spectators would tend not to identify, such as their cruelty, greed, and corruption. When the film points out the failings of the system that they represent, spectators are forced to confront an ideal they held that they might not have considered flawed.
The film argues that such NGOs both provide a source of income for the middle class that depends on the perpetuation of poverty and act a breeding ground for corruption. The resulting ethical nonalignment 27 Gaut (1999: 216) discusses how films alert spectators to their own flawed values through such identification.
fosters reconsideration of the qualities these characters embody, which viewers might associate with Brazil.
Similar dynamics surround another character: the working poor, white woman Mônica, through whom the film critiques, among other things, the class system and the system of domestic servitude in Brazil. She is first seen helping an NGO that feeds homeless people, dreaming about founding her own NGO. Mônica embodies ideas that are portrayed as decent or at least not clearly reprehensible. The film delays revelation of Mônica's negative attributes along with the explicit condemnation of the solidarity system, thus helping to promote, among some spectators, an initial allegiance toward Mônica through ethical alignment. About halfway through the narrative, the film gradually shifts its portrayal of the character, blending continuing alignments with non-alignments.
Spectators are given access to Mônica in her kitchen as she prepares for her daughter's wedding reception. She dreamily surveys the sumptuous spread in her kitchen, which a loan from her boss Noêmia has financed. A long take with a steadycam follows Mônica around in a medium shot as she looks over the food, sometimes becoming a subjective camera showing her perspective. The camera placement aligns viewers visually with Mônica, such as when it follows the standing woman's gaze and tilts down to display a seated girl, Kátia, who is black. Mônica tells her that she is lucky to have been taken in by a family that treats her as a daughter and hints that she might adopt her. As she makes this proposal, the camera shifts to the girl's perspective and angle. This perhaps previews for spectators the distance and ethical non-alignment that the film will soon propose be adopted with respect to the older woman. generally shows them to be good, kind people, who distinguish right from wrong in ways with which spectators would likely agree. This ethical alignment is probably the most important factor in producing allegiance; in turn, it encourages a positive disposition toward the characters' attitudes and beliefs.
If the film combines alignment and non-alignment to the less appealing characters to create tension and provoke a crisis of values among spectators, it uses Arminda -who plays an enslaved character of the same name in the Eighteenth-Century scenes -to show the realization of that crisis and one approach to take in its wake. Throughout the film, Arminda's consciousness of the flaws in the status quo increases to the point at which she does something about it. The film builds on general alignment with her to model how spectators might re-think how they understand what Brazilians should value. She is arguably the film's most appealing cinematic self. Arminda's solution to her frustration with the injustice of which she becomes conscious is to carry out an ad hoc and limited revision of values. By accusing the guilty of corruption and hoping that the existing system will work to punish them, she proposes that charity -if it is superficial and self-serving -be replaced by fairness and accountability among those qualities esteemed by citizens. While the emulation of Arminda's earnest effectuation of values among spectators may seem appealing and realistic, the film makes evident the impotence of such action. In the end, the official and unofficial power structure has her killed. Notwithstanding the limitations of her character's capacity to model a path for profound change, the embrace of Arminda as a cinematic self with regard to the national category of social identities may still contribute to the film's persuasive apparatus and the social remedies it proposes. Her lack of agency in the context of the existing value structure may cause a realization among Brazilian spectators that they are similarly powerless, so long as the continued acceptance of current values and current institutional structures is assumed.
Through strategies of alignment, Dido is likewise cast as a potential cinematic self or model for aspects of a spectator's self-concept. He represents someone who, like some Brazilian spectators, does not require a national identity crisis to recognize the need for change. Before the action of the film, he already has internalized the lessons that viewers witness Arminda learning -and that some might learn with her.
In contrast to Arminda's strategy, his solution is to work violently outside the system -by kidnapping rich people -to better society through redistribution of wealth. The film tempers the negative impact of his radical and violent approach, which could cause ethical non-alignment among some spectators. It does this by promoting consistent and strong identification with the character through ethical, ideological, and other sorts of alignment -such as social-identity and epistemological alignment. The scene in which the film introduces viewers to Dido, for example, encourages ethical alignment with him through his respectful, affectionate, and serene interaction with his mother, who has come to visit him in jail ( Figure   4 ). Dido reveals to his interlocutor (and spectators) his intention to do something about the social injustice he condemns: 'Mother Judite, I don't think it's right for us to keep on living like this. Suffering and paralyzed, doing nothing about it. I think that they have to suffer, too, so that they experience some oppression. For things to be more just '. 29 Dido is clearly the hero of the film. In more than one instance, he speaks directly to spectators and articulates distillations of Quanto vale's social critique. Spectators' special access to Dido's alternate narrative voiceover for the commercial -which one might see in terms of epistemological, ethical, ideological, and motivational alignment -distances them from the perspective of the privileged audience and lures them closer to the protagonist. The scene's editing gesture represents a final and private invitation both to internalize a revised set of values and to take specific action against those who most benefit from the nation's current, ailing value system. In this regard, Dido stands as the film's most potentially consequential cinematic self. 
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If most of the narrative seeks to provoke crisis, Dido -largely in harmony with Arminda -models for Brazilian spectators how they might rearrange the values that should be esteemed and rejected among the national population. It suggests that charity is ultimately harmful and that full socioeconomic equality should be sought instead. It implies that, if these notions are embraced by enough of the population, if enough Brazilians think differently about what it means to be Brazilian, then this shift would lead to increased agency for all, with resulting social and political change. However, until the status quo is abandoned and a revised perspective toward social injustice assumed, the film proposes, through Dido, an alternative for the powerless -one it portrays as more effective than Arminda's. It gives spectators permission to view violence toward the rich as just and honorable. The film proposes that, to achieve any true social change in the current context, less fortunate citizens and their allies have little choice but to partially revise their social identities, incorporating into their new understanding of Brazilianness not only some of the intuitively appealing values fostered by Arminda, but also some of the more distasteful ones promoted by Dido. The alternate ending of the film that takes place during the closing credits adds a final layer to the proposal for social change through spectator change. In the alternate ending, Arminda is not shot and killed. Instead, she seems to convince her would-be assassin to embrace Dido's values. In this way, her character assumes new viability as a cinematic self. Through Arminda, Quanto vale ou é por quilo? models not only the revision of dominant values, but also the dissemination of those ideas as would be needed to realize radical national reform.
